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SURVEY QUESTIONS
Drag the statements below to reorder them. In order of priority, please rank the themes you believe
are most important for this inquiry into homelessness to consider::
Public housing,Housing affordability,Services,Mental health,Employment,Rough sleeping,Indigenous
people,Family violence
What best describes your interest in our Inquiry? (select all that apply) :
Academic & research ,Concerned citizen

Are there any additional themes we should consider?

YOUR SUBMISSION
Submission:
Australia has signed International Covenant Of Human Rights. Why is Australia’s Social Security System a
Retrogressive System? Why do we find Australian citizens becoming homeless in their sixties? Why do we
have young Australian citizens unable to navigate Australia’s Social Security System because it is to
difficult to deal with? Have we forgotten our obligations under The International Human Rights System?
Why are older people discriminated against when trying to find work? Why is wealth in Australia so
disproportionate? All of the above questions have gone on to long in Australia. Our leaders have failed, they
have failed large portions of Australian citizens and the problem is getting much much worse as each day
goes by. Our young citizens are told, “ Australia is the lucky Country”, (but this is a lie) they are further told,
“ you can be anything you want to be” (but this is a lie) and further told, “ there is equality of opportunity” (
but this is a lie) and so on. The greatest underlying problem to homelessness and all the equations that go
with it as cause and affect is, distribution of wealth and a retrogressive Social Security System.

Do you have any additional comments or suggestions?:
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